Got the Skills?

Get the Recognition for course 6440
Architectural Technology (Diploma)

You don't need to study what you already know! The skills, knowledge and experience you have gained from your previous learning, work experience and life in general may be taken into account. This is called recognition.

To apply for credit in one or more units you must clearly show that you have the equivalent and relevant skills, knowledge and experience of the unit or group of units.

Complete the relevant unit forms below, include your evidence and attach the Enrolment Adjustment Recognition form. Place this on top of your completed application as a cover sheet.

Keep a copy of all completed forms for your records.

Recognition for Unit of Competency forms

NSWTARC501A - Produce Residential Architectural Drafting Office Administration Documents
NSWTARC502A - Produce Development Application Documents for Class 1 & 10 Single Storey Buildings
NSWTARC503A - Produce Construction Certificate Documents for Class 1 & 10 Single Storey Buildings
NSWTARC504A - Produce Development Application Documents for Class 1 & 10 Multi-Level Buildings
NSWTARC506A - Produce Development Application Documents for Class 1 & 10 Medium-Density Building
NSWTARC507A - Produce Construction Certificate Documents for Class 1 & 10 Medium-Density Buildings
NSWTARC508A - Produce Commercial Architectural Draft Office Administration Documents
NSWTARC509A - Produce Development Application Documents for Class 2-9 Low Rise Structures
NSWTARC510A - Produce Construction Certificate Documents for Class 2-9 Low Rise Structures
NSWTARC511A - Produce Development Application Documents for Class 2-9 Medium Rise Structures
NSWTARC512A - Produce Construction Certificate Documents for Class 2-9 Medium Rise Structures

NSWTARC505A - Produce Construction Certificate Documents for Class 1 & 10 Multi-Level Buildings

Can't find the form you are looking for or need more help? Contact the Recognition Desk